Experiencing Chinese Oral Courses

- All-purpose, beginner to high intermediate
- Teaching resources package: vocabulary and picture flashcards/textbook skits/speaking assessments
  MP3 disk & PowerPoint electronic lesson plans: www.morefunchinese.com/resource/file
- 6 levels

- Curriculum takes into consideration learners’ varied backgrounds, providing reviews of the basics, and then systematically expanding to more advanced content.
- Utilizes task-based, active learning methods for the classroom.
- Focuses on relevant spoken communication, maximizing the practicality of the course content.
- Increases the efficiency of the learning process by emphasizing the natural progression from input to output, from prior knowledge to new knowledge, and from self-preparation to collaboration and teamwork.
- Employs language form practice; presents important pronunciation, vocabulary and grammar in an orderly manner, strengthening students’ accurate communication skills.
- Provides suggestions for new teachers, incorporates teaching evaluations in to the teaching materials.
Objectives
Provides students with a preview of upcoming content.

Preparation
Combines review of past content and preview of upcoming content, presenting content related to the objectives.

Words and Expressions
Includes vocabulary and collocation practice.

Clues for Teachers
Provides suggestions to teachers regarding different aspects of activities and concepts to focus on.
Clues for Students
Provides students with specific requirements and gives suggestions for certain activities.

Sentences
Leads students to preview grammar structures that will be taught.

Activities
Provides plenty of diverse, task-based activities.

Scenarios
Helps students become familiar with the content of the texts by providing three or four-line dialogues related to real life, listening exercises before reading, speaking exercises after reading, and so forth.

Summaries and Evaluations
Organizes and sums up the content of each lesson, and allows students to evaluate their own progress.

Language Focus
Solidifies pronunciation, vocabulary, grammar and other language-related knowledge.